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a b s t r a c t

Isolated corpus callosumdysgenesis (CCD) is a congenitalmalformationwhichoccursduring

early development of the brain. In this study, we aimed to identify and describe its conse-

quences beyond the lack of callosal fibres, on the morphology, microstructure and asym-

metries of the main white matter bundles with diffusion imaging and fibre tractography.

Seven children aged between 9 and 13 years old and seven age- and gender-matched control

children were studied. First, we focused on bundles within the mesial region of the cerebral

hemispheres: thecorpuscallosum,Probst bundles andcingulumwhichwere selectedusinga

conventional region-based approach.Wedemonstrated that the Probst bundleshaveawider

connectivity than the previously described rostrocaudal direction, and a microstructure

rather distinct from the cingulum but relatively close to callosal remnant fibres. A sigmoid

bundle was found in two partial ageneses. Second, the corticospinal tract, thalamic radia-

tions andassociationbundleswere extractedautomatically via anatlas of adultwhitematter

bundles to overcome bias resulting from a priori knowledge of the bundles' anatomical
stAF, posterior segment); CC, corpus callosum; CCD, corpus callosum dysgenesis; CCAg,
CG / supCG, inferior / superior segments); CSF, cerebro-spinal fluid; CST, corticospinal tract;
imaging; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; FA, fractional anisotropy; iFOF, inferior fronto-
solution diffusion imaging; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; MRI, magnetic resonance
dles; PR, thalamic radiations projecting to the parietal lobe; RGB, colour-coded directionality
F, uncinate fasciculus.
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morphology and trajectory. Despite the lack of callosal fibres and the colpocephaly observed

in CCD, all majorwhitematter bundleswere identifiedwith a relatively normalmorphology,

and preservedmicrostructure (i.e. fractional anisotropy,mean diffusivity) and asymmetries.

Consequently the bundles' organisation seems well conserved in brains with CCD. These

results await further investigations with functional imaging before apprehending the

cognition variability in children with isolated dysgenesis.

© 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

The corpus callosum is the largest pool of white matter fibres

which connect cerebral regions across hemispheres

(Witelson, 1989) and are responsible for the transfer of sen-

sory, motor and cognitive information between homotopic

cortical areas. While genetic constraints are fundamental for

the hemispheric specialisation of lateralised functions, cal-

losal fibres are also supposed to play a key role (Cook, 1984) in

the lateralisation related to hand preference (Beaule,

Tremblay, & Theoret, 2012) and left-hemisphere language

processing (Bloom & Hynd, 2005); however the excitatory and

inhibitory nature of information travelling between the two

hemispheres is debated. On the one hand, the theory of in-

hibition states that the corpus callosum would favour the

development of hemispheric lateralisation by providing a

pathway through which one hemisphere could inhibit the

other to dominate a given function (Cook, 1984; Hellige, 1993).

On the other hand, the theory of excitation supports that the

corpus callosum would enhance the integration of cerebral

processing between the two hemispheres by activating the

unstimulated hemisphere (Galaburda, 1984; Lassonde, 1986).

Since functional asymmetries are associated with anatomical

asymmetries of sulci depth (Cykowski et al., 2008) and white

matter microstructure (Takao, Abe, et al., 2011; Takao,

Hayashi, & Ohtomo, 2011), it has been suggested that the

development and selective pruning of callosal fibres may be

related to these structural asymmetries (Aboitiz, Scheibel,

Fisher, & Zaidel, 1992; Aboitiz, Scheibel, & Zaidel, 1992;

Cherbuin et al., 2013; Witelson & Nowakowski, 1991).

The development of the corpus callosum starts early on

during pregnancy, between 14 and 18 weeks of gestation (Ren

et al., 2006), and displays a protracted maturation throughout

childhood and adolescence (Lebel, Caverhill-Godkewitsch, &

Beaulieu, 2010). Corpus callosum dysgenesis (CCD), either

agenesis (CCAg) or hypoplasia, is a congenital malformation.

Agenesis is defined by complete or partial absence of corpus

callosumfibres, and its aetiological spectrum is varied: genetic

syndromes (almost 400 described), chromosomic abnormal-

ities, metabolic disorders, infections, teratogens, etc.

(Vasudevan,McKechnie,& Levene, 2012).However, aetiology is

not always found, particularly when the malformation is iso-

lated. The pathological mechanism responsible for agenesis

occurs early on, between 14 and 18 weeks of gestation (Ren

et al., 2006): fibres from the cortex fail to cross the midline

and are deemed to constitute in each cerebral hemisphere an

aberrant longitudinal tract named a “Probst bundle” (Probst,
1901), which has been described as running in a rostrocaudal

direction, laterally to the superior part of the cingulumbundle.

Corpus callosum hypoplasia is clearly distinguishable from

agenesis since it is defined as a homogeneous reduction of the

callosal size. Most homotopic cortical areas of the two hemi-

spheres are connected, implying a preservation of the callosal

sub-divisions (rostrum, genu, body and splenium from its

anterior to its posterior extremities), but with a restricted

number of axons. When the distinction between corpus cal-

losum agenesis and hypoplasia is being discussed, detecting

Probst bundles in anatomical imaging commonly guides the

diagnosis towards corpus callosum agenesis.

For about 20 years, the progress of prenatal ultrasound has

enabled the systematic screening of corpus callosum abnor-

malities during the second trimester of pregnancy.Most of the

time, the diagnosis of dysgenesis is confirmed by conventional

foetal MRI. CCD can be either isolated (in one third of cases), or

complex (in two-thirds of cases), when associated with other

cerebral or extra-cerebral abnormalities, genetic syndromes,

chromosomic anomalies or metabolic diseases (Fratelli et al.,

2007). A wide spectrum of neuropsychological disorders has

been described in patients with CCD (Chadie et al., 2008; Paul

et al., 2007), ranging from severe developmental delay,

neurologic symptoms and behavioural deficits to normal

development. While outcome is poor in complex cases, it is

mostly favourable when dysgenesis is isolated: nearly 75% of

children have normal intelligence, but they frequently present

mild learning difficulties (Moutard et al., 2012). The prevalence

of this malformation is difficult to assess since malformation

is not always diagnosed during pregnancy, it can be asymp-

tomatic after birth, and it covers a spectrum of varying

severity. According to Paul and collaborators, CCAg occurs in

at least 1/4000 live births, and is found in 3e5% of patients

with developmental disorders (Paul et al., 2007). In a Cali-

fornian study, the prevalence of CCDwas 1.8/10,000 live births

(1.4/10,000 CCAg and .4/10,000 corpus callosum hypoplasia)

(Glass, Shaw, Ma, & Sherr, 2008).

Actually, the split-brain organisation in the case of isolated

dysgenesis has been scarcely described. Firstly, given their

proximity and the involvement of cingulate cortex during

early callosal development (Ren et al., 2006), how do fibres

from the corpus callosum, the Probst bundles and the

cingulum interlink together in the dysgenesic brain? Sec-

ondly, how does the lack of callosal fibres unsettle the

morphology of projection and association bundles, and how

does the colpocephaly, frequently observed in CCD, influence

the morphology of posterior bundles? Even though the white

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
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matter intensity is not different on conventional T1-and T2-

weighted MR images of CCD patients, the bundles' micro-

structure may differ from control subjects, and the inter-

individual variability in cognitive performances suggests

different connectivity patterns from one subject to another.

Furthermore, exploring inter-hemispheric asymmetries of

white matter bundles in brains with CCD may contribute to

better understand the role of callosal fibres in the establish-

ment of functional lateralisation in the developing brain.

A systematic description of the white matter organisation

and microstructure is still lacking in dysgenesic brains as it

requires a reproducible methodology and quantitative pa-

rameters to precisely characterise individual subjects. Nowa-

days, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and fibre

tractography have enabled researchers and physicians to

virtually delineate and reconstruct the white matter fibre

trajectories in vivo and in three-dimensional spaces, based on

the anisotropic nature of water molecule diffusion within

axonal bundles (for a review, (Le Bihan& Johansen-Berg, 2012).

The diffusion tensor model further enables the quantification

of diffusion parameters (e.g. fractional anisotropy, mean

diffusivity), which reflect the tissue microstructure (fibres

organisation, compactness, density and maturation) (for re-

views, (Beaulieu, 2002; Dubois, Dehaene-Lambertz, et al.,

2014a) in regions of interest (ROIs) or tracts (Dubois, Hertz-

Pannier, Dehaene-Lambertz, Cointepas, & Le Bihan, 2006).

In corpus callosum agenesis, studies using diffusion tensor

imaging (DTI) and tractography based on regions of selection

(Catani, Howard, Pajevic, & Jones, 2002; Huang, Zhang, van

Zijl, & Mori, 2004) have described the organisation of Probst

bundles, as longitudinal tracts connecting frontal and

occipito-parietal lobes and blending with anterior callosal

remnant fibres in partial agenesis (Lee, Mori, Kim, Kim,& Kim,

2004; Tovar-Moll et al., 2007). Their microstructure seems well

organised from early onwith relatively high anisotropy values

in comparison with other tracts (Lee et al., 2004). In partial

CCAg, Wahl and colleagues have highlighted various patterns

of callosal remnant connectivity, not exclusively frontal, but

also temporo-occipital or fronto-occipital without parietal

connections (Wahl et al., 2009). Moreover, in patients with

partial agenesis or hypoplasia, an aberrant sigmoid bundle

has been inconsistently identified between the frontal lobe

and the controlateral parieto-occipital region, through the

genual remnant or the hypoplastic body of the corpus cal-

losum (Tovar-Moll et al., 2007). To our knowledge, only one

study has shown the relatively normal organisation of other

association and limbic white matter bundles (fronto-occipital,

arcuate and superior longitudinal fascicles, cingulum) in three

subjects with corpus callosum agenesis (Forkel et al., 2014),

but the authors did not characterise the bundles' microstruc-

ture with DTI parameters nor did they report the degree of

asymmetry for these bundles relative to the normal brain.

In this context, the purpose of this study was two-fold.

First, we focused on the macro- and microstructure of the

“corpus callosum complex” (corpus callosum, Probst bundle

and cingulum), whose fibres were selected with a conven-

tional region-based approach. Second, we described the

organisation of the main bundles (corticospinal tract,

thalamic radiations and association bundles) segmented with

an atlas-based approach (Guevara et al., 2012). Differences in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
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the pathway trajectories, connectivity patterns, microstruc-

ture and asymmetries were evaluated between the dysgenesis

and control groups.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients

The study was performed on a population of 12 children who

had benefited from the systematic antenatal screening of CCD

and from a 10-year medical follow up since their birth (be-

tween 1994 and 2000) in Trousseau Hospital (Paris) (Moutard

et al., 2012). Note that over an equivalent but more recent

time period (between 2000 and 2006), 55 children with isolated

CCD were born in the same hospital, among which 33 didn't
present neurological anomalies (Isapof et al., 2010).

Among the 12 patients, no child exhibited mental retar-

dation, but 4 children had borderline intelligence (70 < total

IQ < 79). The MRI research study was proposed to children

with isolated callosum dysgenesis (CCD) (1 child excluded

because signs of foetal alcohol syndrome had become

obvious) and normal development (all could understand in-

structions for the MRI protocol, especially not to move during

acquisitions). Finally, seven right-handed children with iso-

lated dysgenesis (5 girls; mean age 11 years, range 9 years 5
Fig. 1 e T1w images and DTI-RGB maps in typical children. Four

agenesis of the corpus callosum, hypoplasia and a control child.

the inter-hemispheric plane. For the child with hypoplasia, note

preserved subdivisions into genu, body and splenium (the rostr

views, at the level of the internal capsule and of the Probst bund

maps, the colours code for the main diffusion direction which re

green ¼ anterior-posterior, blue ¼ inferior-superior.
months e 13 years 5 months) participated in the MRI protocol.

Three children presented with a complete CCAg, three a par-

tial CCAg, and one a corpus callosumhypoplasia (see details in

Table 1). All had normal psychomotor development, clinical

evaluation, and intellectual quotient. Seven healthy controls

(with normal cognitive development and normal brain im-

ages) werematched by age, sex and handedness (5 girls; mean

age 11 years, range 9 years 9 months e 13 years 1 month).

Written informed consent was obtained from the children

parents. The MRI study protocol was endorsed by the Insti-

tution of Paris University Hospitals (“Assistance Publique e

Hôpitaux de Paris”) and approved by a regional ethical com-

mittee for biomedical research (institutional review board

from Kremlin Bicêtre Hospital).

2.2. MR acquisitions

MR imaging was performed on a 3T MRI system (Tim Trio,

Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with

a whole body gradient (40 mT/m, 200 T/m/sec) and an 8-

channel head coil.

For DWI, a spin-echo single-shot EPI sequence was used,

with parallel imaging (GRAPPA reduction factor 2) and partial

Fourier sampling (factor 6/8). 40 interleaved axial slices

covering the whole brain were imaged with a

1.9 � 1.9 � 3 mm3 spatial resolution (field of
examples of children are considered: complete and partial

T1w images are presented on a sagittal view at the level of

the homothetic reduction of the corpus callosum, with the

um is barely visible). DTI-RGB maps are presented on axial

le or corpus callosum body (for the control child). On these

flects the white matter bundles orientation: red ¼ left-right,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022


Fig. 2 e Selection of the tracts for the “corpus callosum complex”. ROIs used to select the corpus callosum (CC), cingulum (CG)

and Probst bundles (PB) are presented for a control subject (first row) and a patient with partial corpus callosum agenesis

(second row).
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view ¼ 24 � 24 cm2, matrix ¼ 128 � 128, slice

thickness ¼ 3 mm). After the acquisition of the b ¼ 0 volume,

diffusion gradients were applied along 30 orientations with

b ¼ 1000 sec mm�2, leading to a total acquisition time of

5 min23 sec (TE ¼ 86 msec, TR ¼ 9.5 sec).

T1-weighted (T1w) anatomical images were acquired with

a 3D MP-RAGE inversion sequence with parallel imaging

(GRAPPA reduction factor 2). Slices covering the whole brain

were imaged with a 1 mm isotropic spatial resolution

(TE ¼ 4.18 msec, TI ¼ 900 msec, TR ¼ 2300 msec, acquisition

time of 4 min44 sec).
2.3. DWI data post-processing and tractography

Data were visualised with Anatomist software (Riviere et al.,

2000) (http://brainvisa.info/) and analysed using the PTK

toolkit and the Connectomist software developed in-house at

NeuroSpin (Duclap et al., 2012). DW images were corrected for

motion artefacts and distortions stemming from eddy cur-

rents, using a dedicated strategy recently implemented in the

lab (Dubois, Kulikova et al., 2014b). During this procedure, DW

images were resampled to provide co-registration with T1w

anatomical images and to align the anterior and posterior

commissures in a single axial slice (AC-PC position). To do so,

commissureswere identifiedmanually on anatomical images,

and b ¼ 0 images were co-registered automatically to

anatomical images in the AC-PC position. Afterwards, the

resulting rigid transformationwas applied to all DW images at

the same time as the affine transformation to correct for 3D

misregistration due to motion and for eddy-current distor-

tions (Dubois, Kulikova et al., 2014b).

DTI maps were generated (fractional anisotropy FA, mean

<D>, longitudinal l// and transverse l┴ diffusivities, colour-

encoded directionality RGB, Fig. 1). Whole brain 3D fibre

tractography was based on an analytical Q-ball model

(Descoteaux, Angelino, Fitzgibbons, & Deriche, 2007) at order
4, to take into account the relatively low b-value and radial

resolution, and on a regularisation using a Laplace-Beltrami

operator. To better deal with crossing-fibres, a tractography

algorithm based on regularised particle trajectories (Perrin

et al., 2005) was used with an aperture angle of 45� and initi-

alisationwith 25 seeds per voxel from amaskwithin thewhite

matter excluding voxels with low FA (<.2) or high <D>
(>2.10�3 mm2 s�1), which may correspond to grey matter or

cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF). A few voxels with FA values be-

tween .15 and .2 were added manually on the inferior

cingulum branching in the temporal lobe because their prox-

imity with CSF caused incorrect exclusion in the initial mask.

The resulting seed mask had an average volume of

615 mL ± 66 mL over the 14 subjects, with no difference be-

tween the patient and control groups ([min, max] ¼ [528 mL,

734 mL] corresponding to around 50,000 and 70,000 voxels).
2.4. Selection of white matter bundles

To overcome a priori anatomical knowledge of bundle tra-

jectory and to homogenise their selection across the two

groups of children (CCD and controls), the major bundles

(except the “corpus callosum complex”, detailed below) were

automatically selected through an approach based on intra-

subject clustering (Guevara et al., 2011) and on comparison

with a multi-subject bundle atlas defined from a group of

healthy adults (Guevara et al., 2012). The bundles were iden-

tified in each individual dataset according to their

morphology, shape and length using a simple affine registra-

tion and a criteria of distance between the atlas bundles and

the target fibres (Guevara et al., 2012). We considered in the

current study:

- Projection bundles: corticospinal tract, optic radiations and

thalamic radiations to the parietal lobe (called parietal ra-

diations in the following)

http://brainvisa.info/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
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Fig. 3 e Tractography of the “corpus callosum complex”. 3a: The 3D reconstructions of the corpus callosum, Probst bundle

and cingulum are presented for the same children as in Fig. 1. The last row outlines the tract segments used for the

quantification of DTI parameters (see section II.5 for details): these segments were extracted between the selection regions

(Fig. 2) and limited the corpus callosum around the inter-hemispheric fissure, the Probst bundle to a superior segment, and

the cingulum to two superior and inferior segments. 3b: Reconstructions of the corpus callosum and sigmoid tracts are

outlined for two children with partial CCAg in the two first rows. 2D views of the Probst bundles and cingulum fibres are

shown for the 3 children from Fig. 1 and 3a (with complete, partial CCAg, and hypoplasia) in the two last rows. Images are

projected either on anatomical images or on RGB maps.
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- Association bundles: arcuate fasciculus (long and posterior

segments) (Catani, Jones, & ffytche, 2005), superior and

inferior longitudinal fascicles, inferior fronto-occipital

fasciculus and uncinate fasciculus.

For all children, the bundle trajectory was visually

checked and compared with individual tracts reconstructed

according to a region-based approach (visual comparison not

shown).

Besides the corpus callosum, the Probst bundles and the

cingulum were selected using a conventional region-based

approach because the atlas-based approach was inadequate

in dysgenesic brains for two reasons: 1) the trajectory of

remnant callosal fibres in partial CCAg or hypoplasia was too

different from healthy callosal fibres; 2) the split between the

Probst and cingulum fibres was impossible due to both their
close trajectory and the absence of Probst bundle specification

in the atlas. Regions of selection were drawn manually ac-

cording to anatomical landmarks present in both the control

and CCD children; regions were placed as follows, perpen-

dicularly to the bundles' pathways on the overlaid T1w images

and DTI-RGB maps (Fig. 2).

For the corpus callosum, two sagittal regions were drawn

on either side of the inter-hemispheric plane (with a 9.5 mm

distance in-between, corresponding to 5 voxels). For the

cingulum bundle, five regions were drawn from anterior to

posterior: on the anterior bending (1), on the superior portion

of the bundle at the level of the anterior (2) and posterior (3)

commissures, on the posterior bending (4), and in the inferior

branching at the posterior commissure level (5). The cingulum

bundle was defined as the grouping of fibres passing through

at least a pair of adjacent regions.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022


Fig. 4 e Tractography of the main white matter bundles The 3D reconstructions of the white matter bundles obtained on the

basis of the adult atlas (Guevara et al., 2012) are presented for the same children as in Fig. 1. Abbreviations: AF: arcuate

fasciculus (postAF: posterior segment); CST: corticospinal tract; iFOF: inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; ILF: inferior

longitudinal fasciculus; OR: optic radiations; PR: thalamic radiations projecting to the parietal lobe; SLF: superior

longitudinal fasciculus; UF: uncinate fasciculus.
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For the Probst bundle, the fibre trajectory was not known a

priori, except in its middle portion where it clearly shows a

rostrocaudal direction: this portion was small and localised

between the anterior and posterior commissures, close to the

cingulum. Thus the selection was based on two wide regions

drawn at the commissure levels, and cingulum fibres were

subtracted to identify Probst fibres. We further eliminated

isolated fibres which were not reproducible across subjects by

taking advantage of the individual fibre clustering (Guevara

et al., 2011): the final Probst tract only included clusters with

at least half of the fibres inside the ROI-based tract.

The fornix and the anterior and posterior commissures

were not considered in the present study because tracts

delineation was adversely affected by partial volume effects

with cerebrospinal fluid.

For each bundle, the number of reconstructed virtual fibres

was computed. To evaluate the influence of colpocephaly on

posterior white matter, we further computed the surface

crossed by each posterior bundle on two specific coronal slices

(one at the level of anterior vermis, and one posterior to the

arcuate fasciculus bending), as well as the surface corre-

sponding to the union of all bundles. Bundles projecting pos-

teriorly were the Probst bundle, the parieto-occipital

projections of the corpus callosum, the optic and parietal
radiations, the long and posterior segments of the arcuate

fasciculus, the superior and inferior longitudinal fascicles, and

the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus.

2.5. Quantification of DTI parameters

DTI parameters (fractional anisotropy FA, mean diffusivity

<D>) were quantified on average over bundles by taking into

account the fibre density (Dubois et al., 2006): medians of DTI

parameters were computed while weighting the voxels con-

tributions by the number of fibres passing through. Thus the

resulting averages relied more on the bundle core than on

partial volume effects with the bundle surrounding. For the

bundles selected with the atlas-based approach, the whole

reconstructed tracts were considered because of the high

reproducibility in tracts morphology among children. In

contrast, for the bundles of the “corpus callosum complex”,

inter-subject variability in the tract extremities was impor-

tant. Consequently, only the central segments of each bundle,

between the selection regions, were considered for the

quantification of DTI parameters (Dubois et al., 2006) (see Figs.

2 and 3a for illustration). Thus, the corpus callosum was

segmented around the inter-hemispheric fissure. Above it, the

Probst segment was close to the superior segment of the
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Fig. 5 e Quantification of fibre numbers and DTI parameters within the white matter bundles The numbers of virtual fibres

(a), fractional anisotropy (b: FA) and mean diffusivity (c: <D>) are quantified within the tract segments of the “corpus

callosum complex” and within the main white matter bundles. Median values over the dysgenesis and control groups (with

standard deviations in error bars) are presented, except for the corpus callosum and the Probst bundles, for which

individual values aim to distinguish complete CCAg, partial CCAg and hypoplasia. The number of callosal fibres is not

presented because of huge values in control subjects compared with other bundles. Abbreviations: AF: arcuate fasciculus

(postAF: posterior segment); CC: corpus callosum; CG cingulum (infCG/supCG: inferior/superior segments); CST:

corticospinal tract; iFOF: inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; ILF: inferior longitudinal fasciculus; OR: optic radiations; PB:

Probst bundles; PR: thalamic radiations projecting to the parietal lobe; SLF: superior longitudinal fasciculus; UF: uncinate

fasciculus.
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cingulum (between the selection regions 2 and 3 as defined in

section II.4.), and the cingulum inferior segment was

restricted to the temporal lobe (between the selection regions

4 and 5 as defined in section II.4.).

2.6. Quantitative analyses between the dysgenesis and
control groups

For each bundle, we evaluated the differences between the

children with CCD and the matched controls in terms of the

number of reconstructed fibres and DTI parameters, using

non-parametric Wilcoxon paired tests. For the corpus cal-

losum, Probst bundle and cingulum, we also looked at differ-

ences in fibre number and DTI parameters between the

children with complete CCAg, partial CCAg and hypoplasia

(mean and standard deviation over each group were

computed).

To characterise themicrostructure of the Probst bundle, we

compared DTI parameters in Probst bundles with those in the

controls' corpus callosum on the one hand, and with those in

the superior part of dysgenesic cingulum on the other hand

(Wilcoxon paired tests). For partial CCAg and hypoplasia, DTI

parameters in Probst bundles were also qualitatively

compared with DTI parameters in the remnant corpus

callosum.

Concerning the bundles reconstructed with the atlas-

based approach, we computed asymmetry ratios between

the left and right hemispheres (L� R)/(Lþ R) for fibre numbers

and each DTI parameter. When a tract was absent on one side

in a given subject, the ratios were set to 0 (and not to �1 or þ1

as computed conventionally) in order not to bias the asym-

metry analyses over the whole group with potential errors in

individual tract reconstructions. We first analysed whether

asymmetry ratios were different between groups using
Wilcoxon paired tests. Second, we evaluated the presence or

absence of asymmetries using Wilcoxon tests within each

group independently (if a difference was first observed be-

tween the two groups) or within both groups considered

together (if no difference was first observed).

The influence of colpocephaly on each posterior bundle

was evaluated by comparing the bundle surfaces (on the two

coronal slices as defined in section II.4.) among the dysgenesis

and control groups using Wilcoxon paired tests. To overcome

the bias induced by the slice positions, we only described the

results reproducible over the two selected slices. Correlations

between each bundle surface and the ventricles surface were

further assessed in the dysgenesis group. Equivalent analyses

were performed for the surface gather from all posterior

bundles.

In all children, the brain size was computed as the sum of

left and right hemispheric volumes, which corresponded to

the volumes inside the hemispheric hulls (morphological

closing of the hemispheric masks) (Germanaud et al., 2012),

obtained from T1w images using the Morphologist toolbox

(Fischer et al., 2012) of BrainVISA software (http://brainvisa.

info/).

In all analyses, a statistical threshold of p < .05 indicated

significance.
3. Results

3.1. Classical description of the dysgenesic brain
organisation

The six subjects with corpus callosum agenesis showed the

typical features classically described on conventional T1w

MRI (Fig. 1): sulci radiating on hemisphere medial surface,

http://brainvisa.info/
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Table 2e Statistical results. Differences between the dysgenesis and control groups, and inter-hemispheric asymmetries in terms of fibre numbers andDTI parameters, are
summarised for each white matter bundle. Statistically significant p-values are indicated when Wilcoxon tests were performed.

Fiber number FA <D>

Difference between groups Asymmetry Difference between groups Asymmetry Difference between groups Asymmetry

CC trend dysgenesic remnant

CC < control CC

dysgenesic remnant CC > control CC

PB complete CCAg > partial

CCAg > hypoplasia

CCAg > hypoplasia

dysgenesic PB < control CC (p ¼ .016)

dysgenesic PB ~ remnant CC dysgenesic PB < remnant CC

supCG dysgenesic > controls (p ¼ .031) dysgenesic PB > supCG (p ¼ .016) dysgenesic PB > supCG (p ¼ .016)

related to higher longitudinal

diffusivity (p ¼ .016)

and lower transverse diffusivity (p ¼ .016)

CST difference between groups (p ¼ .016) left > right

(p ¼ .03)

dysgenesic: right > left (p ¼ .047)

controls: no asymmetry

OR dysgenesic < controls (p ¼ .016) left > right (p ¼ .007) dysgenesic < controls (p ¼ .016) right > left

(p ¼ .045)

PR dysgenesic > controls (p ¼ .031)

AF left > right (p ¼ .043)

SLF right > left (p ¼ .011) right > left (p ¼ .005) left > right

(p ¼ .011)

ILF left > right (p ¼ .025) left > right

(p ¼ .002)

FOF dysgenesic < controls (p ¼ .047)

UF dysgenesic < controls (p ¼ .016)

Abbreviations: AF: arcuate fasciculus; CC: corpus callosum; CCAg: agenesis of the corpus callosum; CST: corticospinal tract; <D>: mean diffusivity; FA: fractional anisotropy; ILF: inferior longitudinal

fasciculus; OR: optic radiations; PB: Probst bundles; PR: thalamic radiations projecting to the parietal lobe; SLF: superior longitudinal fasciculus; supCG: superior cingulum; UF: uncinate fasciculus.
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complete or partial absence of the callosomarginal sulcus and

of the cingulate gyrus, reduced white matter volume,

enlargement of the posterior part of the lateral ventricles

(colpocephaly) and enlargement of the third and fourth ven-

tricles. In the subject with hypoplasia, corpus callosum size

was actually reduced on a midsagittal plane but the genu, the

body and the splenium seemed to be present (the rostrumwas

barely detected at the current spatial resolution). Probst bun-

dles were also visualised in both hemispheres of the seven

children including in the hypoplasia child (Fig. 1). No child had

associated malformation, i.e. all had isolated CCD. Brain size

did not differ between the dysgenesic and control groups

(mean ± stddev ¼ 1276 ± 148 mL, [min, max] ¼ [1025 mL,

1456 mL]). The following quantitative and statistical analyses

of fibre numbers and DTI parameters are summarised in Fig. 5

and Table 2.

3.2. Corpus callosum, Probst bundle and cingulum:
tractography and DTI results

Corpus callosum fibres were completely absent in three CCAg

subjects (Fig. 3a). In three others, they were partially absent,

with a callosal connectivity being exclusively frontal in two

subjects, and anterior frontal, posterior parietal and occipital

in the third one (Fig. 3a). A “sigmoid” bundle was identified in

two children with partial CCAg (Fig. 3b): it connected the left

frontal region with the right parieto-occipital region through

the corpus callosum body in one subject, and the right frontal

region with the left parieto-occipital region through the genu

in the other subject. In the child with hypoplasia, we found

callosal fibres with frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital

terminations, but fibres from the body could not be recon-

structed due to the thin shape of the remnant corpus cal-

losum compared with the relatively large DTI slice thickness

(Fig. 3a).

The comparison of DTI parameters in partial or hypoplasic

remnant corpus callosum versus normal corpus callosum

revealed higher <D> values in the abnormal tracts with a

trend towards smaller FA values (Fig. 5, Table 2). It might be

explained either by partial volume effects with neighbouring

CSF, or by decreased compactness related to the reduced

number of fibres.

The Probst bundles were reconstructed by tractography in

all CCD subjects, including the subject with hypoplasia (Fig. 3).

The tract ranmainly in the rostrocaudal direction, connecting

frontal and occipital cortical areas and creating the roof of the

lateral ventricles. However, we detected additional fibres that

connect parietal and temporal regions. Several fibres also

leaved the classical Probst bundle trajectory all along it, and

connected cortical regions caudally (Fig. 3a). The anterior

Probst fibres blended with the remnant callosal fibres in par-

tial CCAg. As for quantitative analyses, the number of virtual

fibres showed a gradient with the degree of dysgenesis (Fig. 5,

Table 2). No FA difference was found between the Probst

segments of complete and partial CCAg children, but FA was

higher in CCAg children than in the child with hypoplasia.

<D> did not differ between the segments from complete and

partial CCAg and hypoplasia children.

The cingulum bundle was reconstructed in all dysgenesis

and control children (Fig. 3), despite the absence of cingulate
gyrus in CCAg subjects (Fig. 1). Discrimination between the

cingulum and the Probst bundle was coherent between trac-

tography and T1w images, although the two bundles were not

easily distinguishable on the DTI-RGB colour-coded direc-

tionality map since they both appear with an anterior-

posterior direction (green colour). The whole cingulum

shape showed no obvious difference between the dysgenesis

and control groups. The bundle appeared composed by fibres

of different lengths, some leaving the bundle core to connect

the grey matter caudally as in Probst bundles (Fig. 3a). The

anterior part crossed around the anterior lateral part of the

third ventricle's roof in complete CCAg and around the ante-

rior portion of the corpus callosum in other cases. The supe-

rior part ran along the outer part of Probst bundle in

dysgenesis brains and within the cingulate gyrus in control

brains. The posterior part crossed between the posterior

lateral part of the third ventricle and the medial part of the

lateral ventricles in CCAg, and bended around the splenium of

corpus callosum in hypoplasia and controls. In agenesic

children, the posterior part followed the Probst bundle beyond

cingulum posterior bending, connecting posterior parietal

regions. The inferior part dived towards the hippocampus in

both groups. In the child with hypoplasia, the cingulum was

qualitatively similar to the controls' (Fig. 3a). As for quantita-

tive analyses, the superior segment (close to Probst segment)

contained more virtual fibres in dysgenesis children than in

controls, but no difference in DTI parameters was found in

any segment between groups (Fig. 5, Table 2).

Because the first callosal fibres initially come from the

cingulate cortex and because fibres that failed to cross the

midline in CCAg brains form the Probst bundle, we further

compared DTI parameters across these three bundles (Fig. 5,

Table 2). FA values were significantly lower in Probst bundles

than in controls' corpus callosum, likely explained by differ-

ences in bundles' compactness because <D> values were not

different. Nevertheless, considering only the four children

with partial CCAg and hypoplasia, FA values in Probst bun-

dles were not different from FA values in the callosal

remnant fibres, while <D> values were lower probably

because of partial volume effects with CSF in the corpus

callosum. In the dysgenesis group, DTI parameters were

significantly different between the Probst bundles and the

superior segment of the cingulum despite their close local-

isation, confirming the different microstructure of these two

bundles. All these results together suggest that the Probst

bundles present an intermediate compactness and myelina-

tion compared with the fibres of the corpus callosum and of

the superior cingulum.

3.3. The other bundles: tractography and DTI results

All major white matter bundles defined in the “Guevara atlas”

were reconstructed in the same way in both groups (Fig. 4).

Their origin, course, ending and global morphology followed

the classically described anatomy, and posterior tracts were

all found in the patient group despite colpocephaly. Only a few

tracts could not be identified with this automatic approach,

while retrieved by the conventional approach using manual

regions of selection: the right optic radiations in a complete

CCAg subject, the right optic radiations and right inferior

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
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fronto-occipital fasciculus in a partial CCAg subject, and the

right arcuate fasciculus in a control subject. All bundles were

qualitatively not different between the two groups (Fig. 4),

with equivalent inter-hemispheric asymmetries in fibre

numbers, but some differences were observed in terms of raw

fibre numbers and DTI parameters in the patient and control

groups, as detailed below and in Fig. 5 and Table 2.

As for projection bundles, the right corticospinal tract of

all children showed lower <D> than the left one, associated

with higher FA in dysgenesis children but no FA asymmetry

in control children. The optic radiations showed lower fibre

numbers and FA in the dysgenesis group than in the control

group, because the colpocephaly either reduced the occipital

white matter space or displaced it in comparison with pa-

rietal white matter. Actually the atlas-based method may

have failed to distinguish the optic and parietal thalamic

radiations in the dysgenesis group because the higher

number of parietal fibres counterbalanced the reduced

number of optic fibres (i.e. no group difference remained

when occipital and parietal fibre numbers were summed). In

both the dysgenesis and control groups, the optic radiations

presented more fibres and lower <D> on the left side than on

the right side.

As for association bundles, a leftward asymmetry of the

arcuate fasciculus was observed in agreement with previous

studies of healthy children (Lebel & Beaulieu, 2009): 4 dys-

genesic brains and 5 control brains actually demonstrated

more fibres on the left side, but the 3 other dysgenesic brains

and 1 control brain were clearly right lateralised. A strong

rightward asymmetry was detected in the superior longitu-

dinal fasciculus, with higher fibre number, higher FA and

lower <D>. The inferior longitudinal fasciculus was also

asymmetric, with more fibres and higher <D> on the left side.

Finally, FA in the inferior fronto-occipital and uncinate fas-

cicles was relatively lower in dysgenesis children than in

controls.

3.4. Influence of colpocephaly on posterior bundles

All these results together suggest that dysgenesic brains

present a relatively normal organisation of major white

matter bundles, with relatively preserved microstructure and

asymmetries. That is why we further investigated whether

colpocephaly had an impact on the size of posterior bundles

by computing the bundle surfaces on coronal slices. Taking

into account only coherent results across the two selected

slices, no difference between the dysgenesis and control

groups was detected for the total surface resulting from all

posterior bundles (including Probst bundle and corpus cal-

losum projections when present), which suggested that col-

pocephaly had little impact on the overall volume of

posterior white matter. No difference was further found for

any posterior bundle, except the optic radiations whose

surfaces were significantly reduced in the dysgenesis group

(anterior slice: p ¼ .031; posterior slice: p ¼ .031), coherently

with the reduced fibre numbers over the whole tract. In this

group, a strong negative correlation was further detected

between surfaces of the optic radiations and surfaces of the

ventricles (correlation coefficients: anterior slice: R ¼ �.73;

posterior slice R ¼ �.77).
4. Discussion

The virtual dissection of major bundles with DWI and trac-

tography enabled us to highlight how CCD impacts brain

white matter organisation: only one bundle was missing

partly or completely, the corpus callosum; and two bundles

were atypical: the Probst bundles in all patients including the

one with CC hypoplasia, and the “sigmoid” bundle in two

partial CC agenesis. Not only were all posterior bundles pre-

sent despite colpocephaly, but their macroscopic organisa-

tion, microstructure, and their asymmetries were not

disturbed in a major way.
4.1. Does Probst bundle gather aberrant callosal fibres?

Two distinct observations supported the hypothesis that

Probst bundleswere composed by callosal fibreswhich did not

cross the midline: 1) the Probst bundle size was found to

depend on the severity of the CCD, and 2) the Probst bundles

and the remnant corpus callosum presented relatively similar

DTI parameters in dysgenesis children, suggesting close

microstructure. Given current knowledge on the embryologic

development of the corpus callosum (Ren et al., 2006) and on

the failure mechanisms responsible for dysgenesis, axons are

supposed to originate from all cortical areas, to head for

midline, fail to cross, and end their course in the Probst bun-

dles. Consequently Probst fibres should logically not only be

longitudinal, connecting anterior and posterior cortical re-

gions, but rather multidirectional, with projections to lateral

regions from the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes.

Furthermore, the bundle topography should be spatially

organised, in a way similar to the rostrocaudal organisation of

the corpus callosum. A previous DTI study has demonstrated

that fibres within the Probst bundles are at least partially

organised (Utsunomiya, Yamashita, Takano,&Okazaki, 2006):

fibres from the frontal pole runmore in the bundle's inner side
compared with those from amore caudal region of the frontal

lobe; fibres from the orbital gyri run along the outermost side

of the bundle (Utsunomiya et al., 2006). In contrast, a DTI and

immunohistochemical analysis of a mouse model of dysgen-

esis has shown that Probst ventral fibres exhibited a dis-

organised structure in comparison with dorsal fibres, and

could not be individualised with DTI (Ren, Zhang, Plachez,

Mori, & Richards, 2007). In our study, the Probst bundles dis-

played a frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal pattern of

connectivity, with additional fibres reminding the complex

connectivity of the corpus callosum to a certain extent.

However, these bundlesmay not have been fully delineated in

the present study, since our DWI acquisition protocol and

tractography strategy presented some limitations in compar-

ison with HARDI (high angular resolution diffusion imaging)

studies (see next section on technical considerations).

Aside from this, the connectivity of the Probst bundlesmay

not only be cortico-cortical, as observed in a knockout mouse

model (Alcamo et al., 2008). Wahl and colleagues have further

described in a preliminary work using Q-ball imaging that

some fibres project into subcortical regions like the thalami

and brainstem (Wahl, Barkovich, & Mukherjee, 2010). Actu-

ally, axon guidance activity may be disturbed in different
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ways depending on the origin of isolated CCAg. This may

result in variable and complex patterns of connectivity of the

Probst bundle among individuals. These patterns are expected

to be more spread than those reported here, and the imple-

mentation of dedicated diffusion imaging protocols with high

spatial and angular resolution (e.g. HARDI) and the use of

probabilistic tractography will probably enable their demon-

stration in the near future.

In the current study, Probst bundles were interestingly

identified in both hemispheres of the CC hypoplasia brain. In a

previous study, Tovar-Moll and colleagues also described in a

CC hypoplasia brain a thick longitudinal bundle compatible

with Probst definition but without apparent separation from

the cingulum (Tovar-Moll et al., 2007). In our subject, this

bundle was not clearly identifiable on T1w images, but it was

clearly distinguishable from cingulum on the colour-coded

directionality map (DTI-RGB). This distinction was further

supported by the different FA values within the two tract

segments. We thus hypothesise that for this specific hypo-

plasia, part of the callosal fibres came from all cortical regions,

failed to cross the midline, and subsequently formed a Probst

bundle. Actually, different scenarios may result in corpus

callosum hypoplasia. In one way, the corpus callosummay be

firstwell developed and an injury or early apoptosis during the

foetal period may cause the loss of callosal fibres; this would

result in corpus callosum hypoplasia without a Probst bundle.

In another way, during callosal fibres migration from all

cortical regions, somemay cross themidlinewhile othersmay

not, implying the formation of a Probst bundle. Thus DWImay

help to refine the large radiological category of hypoplasia into

early or late hypoplasia, by detecting or not Probst bundles

with tractography.

4.2. What does the remnant corpus callosum connect?

Aside from this, the connectivity pattern of the remnant

corpus callosum seems quite complex in brains with partial

agenesis. Wahl and colleagues suggested that the process of

the development of callosal fragments in partial agenesis is

distinct from normal callosal development, and may be

influenced by the same signalling mechanisms which yield

aberrant intra-hemispheric connectivity through Probst bun-

dles (Wahl et al., 2009). We reconstructed a “sigmoid” bundle

in two childrenwith partial CCAg, connecting respectively the

right or left frontal region with the contro-lateral parieto-oc-

cipital region. Such bundles have been previously described by

Tovar-Moll and colleagues, who reported a consistent

connection between the right frontal and the left parieto-

occipital regions in 4 of 11 patients with partial CCAg (Tovar-

Moll et al., 2007). Since these patients had the most severe

impairment, they hypothesised that these asymmetric aber-

rant circuits may relate to the patients' disabilities. However

no child in our study had an intellectual disability, and the one

with partial CCAg who showed learning difficulties presented

an “opposite” sigmoid bundle with connections between the

left frontal and the right parieto-occipital regions. The evalu-

ation of more individuals with partial CCAg and further

functional investigations with electrophysiology or functional

MRI would help to clarify this unclear correlation. Actually,

one may also wonder whether this sigmoid bundle could
artefactually result from a mixing between very thin remnant

callosal fibres (connecting homotopic regions) and fibres from

Probst bundles. Images with higher spatial resolution and

smaller slice thickness are required to confirm the possibility

of the sigmoid bundle in partial CCAg. Finally, we did not

detect any other aberrant bundles in the directionality colour-

coded DTI-RGB maps of the dysgenesic brains.

4.3. Is the cingulum bundle related to Probst bundle?

Despite the absence of cingulate gyrus (Fig. 1), the cingulum

bundlewas delineated in all childrenwith CCD,withoutmajor

shape difference when compared with controls: it is

composed of fibres with different lengths, which enables it to

increase its connectivity potential (Catani & Thiebaut de

Schotten, 2008; Concha, Gross, & Beaulieu, 2005). Contrary to

a previous study demonstrating a reduced FA specific to the

right cingulum bundle and bilateral reductions in the tract

volume (Nakata et al., 2009), we rather observed an increase in

the cingulum size (superior segment) in the dysgenesis group

compared with the control group, and no difference in DTI

parameters.

The Probst bundles were further compared with the

cingulum because the cingulate cortex is implied early on in

the development of the corpus callosum in the embryo brain:

the first callosal axons (known as “pioneering axons”) project

homotopically from the cingulate cortex and form the dorsal

portion of the developing corpus callosum, while second cal-

losal axons originating from all cortical areas cross the inter-

hemispheric midline and form the ventral portion of corpus

callosum (Ren et al., 2006). This mechanism may result in the

close superior trajectories of the cingulum and Probst bundle

in CCAg brains. However we observed with DTI parameters

that the two bundles' microstructures differed, suggesting

that they are distinct pathways, and validating their delinea-

tion and distinction by our tractography methodology.

4.4. Are white matter bundles impaired by CCD?

In our detailed analyses, all major white matter bundles

showed similar morphology, organisation (i.e. fibre numbers)

and microstructure (i.e. DTI parameters) in dysgenesis and

controls brains. Despite these negative results perhaps

depending on the low statistical power of our analyses, related

to the limited number of subjects, it rather suggests that the

absence of callosal fibres does not have a major impact on the

establishment of projection and association bundles. We

consequently assume that the axonal guidance of these fibres

is not impaired, contrary to that responsible for the callosal

fibres' guidance through the midline. Colpocephaly was not

associated with major variations of posterior bundles, thus it

would rather result from missing callosal fibres than from

other bundles' anomalies.

4.5. Are white matter asymmetries preserved in the case
of CCD?

Furthermore, no difference was detected in terms of inter-

hemispheric asymmetries, whereas the development of cal-

losal fibres is supposed to influence anatomical asymmetries.
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In particular, the corticospinal tract and the superior longi-

tudinal fasciculus were asymmetric in the same way in CCD

and control children.

Functional and anatomical asymmetries have been widely

described in the normal brain. The strongest lateralisation re-

lates to language processing, as studied by functional MRI in

adults (Herve, Zago, Petit, Mazoyer, & Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2013),

infants (Dehaene-Lambertz, Dehaene, & Hertz-Pannier, 2002),

and even in preterm newborns as young as 28 weeks of gesta-

tional ageby functional optical imaging (Mahmoudzadehet al.,

2013). In relation to these functional asymmetries (Dehaene-

Lambertz, Hertz-Pannier, & Dubois, 2006), structural asym-

metries are already observed in language-related cortical re-

gions (planum temporale, Heschl gyrus, Sylvian fissure,

superior temporal sulcus) in the foetal brain (Chi, Dooling, &

Gilles, 1977; Dubois, Benders, et al., 2008; Dubois et al., 2010;

Glasel et al., 2011; Sowell et al., 2002). The functional laterali-

sation related to handedness is also linked to anatomical

asymmetries in sensory-motor regions (e.g. for the central

sulcus) (Sun et al., 2012). As for white matter bundles, strong

leftward asymmetry of the arcuate fasciculus is consistently

observed in adults (Buchel et al., 2004; Parker et al., 2005;

Thiebaut de Schotten, Ffytche, et al., 2011), children (Lebel &

Beaulieu, 2009) and infants (Dubois et al., 2009; Liu et al.,

2010). The corticospinal tract and the optic radiations also ap-

pears left-lateralised (Dubois et al., 2009; Park et al., 2004;

Thiebaut de Schotten, Ffytche, et al., 2011), while the inferior

fronto-occipital and the superior longitudinal fascicles are

right-lateralised (Thiebaut de Schotten, Dell'Acqua, et al., 2011;
Thiebaut de Schotten, Ffytche, et al., 2011).

While genetics plays an important role in early hemi-

spheric specialization during embryogenesis, the involvement

of the corpus callosum in the establishment of inter-

hemispheric asymmetries is discussed (Beaule et al., 2012;

Bloom & Hynd, 2005). Exploring patients with CCD should

contribute to this debate but results are very limited and

controversial to date. Bilateral language representation

without clear lateralisation has first been reported during

speech production and perception with fMRI (Riecker et al.,

2007). However, in a more recent study, no difference in

receptive and expressive speech lateralisation was reported

between patients and controls, except for frontal regions in

the latter task (Pelletier et al., 2011). As for structural asym-

metries, strong leftward perisylvian asymmetries for both the

planum temporale and planum parietale have been described

in a single subject with complete agenesis (Jancke, Staiger,

Schlaug, Huang, & Steinmetz, 1997), and asymmetry in

white matter microstructure has been investigated only for

the ventral cingulum bundle (Nakata et al., 2009) so far.

In the present study of dysgenesic and control children, we

found: 1) leftward asymmetries in the arcuate fasciculus in

most children (9 out of 14), in the optic radiations and inferior

longitudinal fasciculus; and 2) rightward asymmetries in the

superior longitudinal fasciculus and corticospinal tract (but

only for mean diffusivity). These results confirm previous

studies for the arcuate and superior longitudinal fascicles, and

the optic radiations. The discrepancy for other bundlesmay be

related either to the different developmental ranges (children

versus adults and infants), or to the small size of our groups.

Thus further studies in larger cohorts of childrenwithdifferent
ages should clarify this issue. Here our main focus was to

evaluate whether dysgenesic and control children show dif-

ferences in bundles asymmetries, which was not the case.

4.6. Technical considerations

Previous studies of white matter tracts in CCD brains have

used deterministic tractography applied to DTI data (Lee et al.,

2004; Tovar-Moll et al., 2007) or HARDI data (Forkel et al., 2014;

Wahl et al., 2009). Here the bundles' reconstruction was based

on an analytical Q-ball model (Descoteaux et al., 2007) and on

a tractography algorithm using regularisation (Perrin et al.,

2005) in order to deal with crossing fibres, but this approach

presented some limitations. Because of acquisition time

constraints in children, our DWI protocol included a limited

number of diffusion orientations (30) with a relatively low b-

value (1000 secmm�2). It only enabled us to compute a 4-order

analytical Q-ball model (requiring the estimation of 15 har-

monic coefficients), whereas a 6-order model (requiring the

estimation of 28 coefficients) is generally used with HARDI

data. Reconstructions appeared accurate for most bundles,

except in the place of major crossings: in control subjects, the

“real shape” of the corpus callosum (with lateral projections)

was not correctly reconstructed (see Fig. 3a) in places where

callosal fibres cross the corticospinal tract and the corona

radiata fibres. Additionally, in CCD children, we may have

missed some pathological fibres presenting more crossings

than in the normal brain. Using an acquisition protocol with

higher radial resolution and b-value and performing global

tractography (Fillard, Poupon, & Mangin, 2009) will help to

solve this issue in future studies.

To identify white matter bundles from whole brain trac-

tography, automated approaches have recently been pro-

posed to overcome limitations of the region-based approach,

which requires a priori knowledge of the bundle anatomical

trajectory and localisation. Zhang and colleagues have

implemented a DTI-based brain atlas with many three-

dimensional regions which can be warped non-linearly to

individual DTI datasets to select a large set of long and short

bundles (Zhang et al., 2010), but such an approach may fail

when dealing with “deformed” brains with CCD since it is

based on a normalisation procedure. We used an alternative

approach which matched individual datasets with an atlas of

fibre bundles according to criteria of distance in the fibre

morphology, shape and length (Guevara et al., 2012). One may

argue that such a method has not been validated in brains

with malformation. Nevertheless this method demonstrated

satisfactory and reproducible results over all 14 children in

comparison with the selection-region approach (except

maybe for the distinction between optic and parietal radia-

tions, as described in the results section). These results are

supported by the observation that the major projection and

association bundles have equivalent properties in terms of

trajectory, shape and length in all CCD and control brains,

while their spatial localisation may be shifted by the severe

pathological alterations (lack of callosal fibres, presence of

Probst bundles and colpocephaly) in CCD brains. Using the

Guevara automatic atlas-based approach enabled us to

homogenise bundle delineation across children, without

requiring both a priori hypothesis on anatomical localisation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.022
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and definition of landmarks across subjects for the selection,

and to considerably reduce the time needed for data post-

processing. This first study may offer a proof of principle for

the method utility in clinical practice. Only a few tracts could

not be identified with the automatic approach while retrieved

by the conventional approach using manual regions of selec-

tion. Since the absence of individual tracts on one side was

artefactual, the corresponding asymmetry ratios were set to

0 (instead of ± 1), in order not to bias the asymmetry analyses

over the whole group.

In our view, the study of the main white matter bundles

remains complementary to the evaluation of the global brain

network for characterising the cerebral organisation in CCD.

Using a connectome framework, Owen and colleagues have

recently suggested that structural connectivity in adults with

CCAg is much more complex than what can be explained by

the simple absence of callosal connectivity (Owen et al., 2013).

They reported a reduced global connectivity, an increased

local connectivity, a higher inter-individual variability than in

controls, and a relatively weak connectivity of the cingulum

bundle bilaterally. By contrast, our approach, providing in-

formation on individual pathways, suggested no major dis-

turbances of their trajectory and microstructure; particularly

the cingulum bundle seemed well preserved. Comparing both

approaches in the same CCAg patients thus seems necessary.

4.7. Future directions

Since DTI parameters measured in white matter bundles are

supposed to reflect the conduction efficiency of neural re-

sponses (Dubois, Dehaene-Lambertz, et al., 2014a; Dubois,

Dehaene-Lambertz, et al., 2008), this technique may give in-

direct information on neuronal activity. Thus our results

would suggest that the networks' functioning is relatively

similar between the dysgenesic and control groups. Never-

theless considering the aetiology of CCDwould be essential to

further explore anatomo-functional correlations, because

various mechanisms during early fibre development may be

impaired by different diseases or disturbances (genetic syn-

dromes, chromosomic abnormalities, metabolic disorders,

infections, teratogens, etc.) (Vasudevan et al., 2012). As

development outcome is mostly favourable when the

dysgenesis is isolated, it can be expected that, in isolated CCD,

other inter-hemispheric connections may further supply the

lack of callosal fibres: fibres passing through the anterior

commissure and indirect connections involving the rhomb-

encephalon and thalamic nuclei should be investigated in

future researches. The different functional efficiency of these

connections may also explain the inter-individual variability

in cognitive performances.

Consequently, structural studies of dysgenesic brain

organisation should be complemented with functional imag-

ing evaluations and with patients' behavioural assessment. It

would help to understand to what extent disturbed or ectopic

white matter pathways impact the cerebral functioning and

contributes to the behavioural phenotype, which is highly

variable across individuals for still unknown reasons. For

instance, Hinkley and colleagues described that abnormal

callosal development produces disruptions in the resting-

state functional connectivity as measured by
magnetoencephalography (MEG), selectively in the alpha band

and in correlation with cognitive impairment (Hinkley et al.,

2012). Comparing functional and structural connectivity pat-

terns in the same patients is now the next step to go to

highlight the complexity of the developing networks and to

explore their underlying mechanisms. As an example, it has

recently been suggested that corpus callosum inhibition may

actually not be criticial for the establishment of lateralised

language function (Pelletier et al., 2011): language lateralisa-

tion in a receptive speech task was not modified in the case of

corpus callosum agenesis, but frontal activations during

expressive speech were more bilateral in acallosal partici-

pants than in controls. Future anatomo-functional research

on younger infants with corpus callosum agenesis will prob-

ably open a wide range of opportunities to investigate this

question.
5. Conclusion

Detailed anatomical studies of brain organisation are the first

step to better understand normal and abnormal cognition.

Our study of corpus callosum dysgenesic brains suggests a

grossly preserved macro- and microstructure of the main

white matter bundles, despite the lack of callosal fibres and

the aberrant presence of Probst bundles. Further in-

vestigations are required to improve the description of their

connectivity patterns and to better understand their impli-

cation in cognitive processing and functional lateralisation.
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